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to be raised in the basin for California State Uni-
versity, Hayward, to provide details of the sedi-
mentary history of this region and to shed light on
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Cruise 7 (officially designated cruise 0775) of ARA
Islas Orcada.s (formerly USNS Eltanin) was a 52-day
cruise from Buenos Aires to Buenos Aires (30 Oc-
tober to 20 December 1975), concentrated in the
area of the South Georgia Basin, the Malvinas (or
Falkland) Plateau, and peripheral areas. The scien-
tific objectives of the cruise were five-fold:

(1) Investigation of the history of the water-
transport mechanisms in the Falkland (Malvinas)
Gap; that is, the history of Antarctic Bottom Water
(ABw) in this area as revealed in the sedimentary
record. To this end, cores were to be raised for the
University of Rhode Island.

(2) Geophysical investigation of the South Geor-
gia Basin and periphery through magnetometer,
gravimeter, and seismic-profiler studies by the
Lamont-Doherty team. As an adjunct, cores were

Station locations and corresponding corrected water depths:
ABA Islas Orcadas cruise 7*

	

Ship station Latitude	Longitude Corrected water depth
number**	(°S.)	(°W.)	(meters)

	

0(1)	37-13.1	54-23.2	445

	

49-40.9	40-23.6	2090

	

2	49-27.3	39-37.6	3336

	

3	49-23.9	39-12.9	3299

	

4	47-49.1	37-02.3	5616

	

5	48-51.2	36-33.3	4895

	

6	48-42.2	35-03.6	5087

	

7
	

47-57.4	34-59.6	5298

	

8	47-46.2	29-28.5	4712

	

9	47-51.3	29-10.0	4535

	

10	48-15.1	26-30.1	4502

	

11	49-58.8	25-54.9	4610

	

12	49-29.9
	

33-58.6
	

5080

	

13	49-31.1	34-58.2
	

4967

	

14	48-48.1	35-37.6	4989

	

15	49-31.4	36-02.2	4707

	

16	50-36.5	31-46.0	4440

	

17	50-58.1	24-39.9	4139

	

18	51-36.9
	

27-24.0	4194

	

19	51-20.1	35-08.8	4698

	

20 52-30.4	31-49.5	3395

	

21	52-35.5	27-16.4	4639

	

22
	

54-00.7
	

20-57.3	4394

	

23	55-59.9	17-07.5	4742

	

24	56-36.8	20-16.9	5053

	

25	56-34.7
	

20-17.2	5014

	

26
	

56-52.2	21-55.5	4174

	

27	57-02.7	23-34.3	5020

	

28	57-09.4	24-29.1	5254

	

29	57-11.6	25-29.6	3504

	

30	56-48.5	29-49.2	3272

	

32	56-14.0	30-36.1	2933

	

33	55-11.6	30-26.4	4623

	

34	55-08.2	31-05.5	5073

	

35	55-08.1	32-21.5	2489

	

37	52-41.3	42-05.9	2782

	

38	52-25.8	42-10.5	3603

	

39	51-58.4	42-21.7
	

2694

	

40	50-18.2	43-25.0	1605

	

41	50-00.7	43-34.7	2189

	

42	49-52.1	43-37.8	2621

	

43	50-13.2	44-08.8	1713

	

44	50-18.5	44-31.7	1651

	

45	50-25.0	44-52.4	1621

	

46	50-27.8	44-57.2	1599

	

47	50-32.9	45-18.4	1517

	

48	50-38.5	46-04.7	1493

	

49	50-44.1	46-20.2	1784

	

50	50-51.5	46-46.1	2344

	

51	50-57.3	47-02.1	2547

	

52	50-54.7	46-50.0	2558

	

53	50-52.0	46-36.6	2229

	

54	50-36.0	46-23.1	1856

	

55	50-38.0	46-39.1	2255

	

56	50-35.0	47-27.2	2637

	

57
	

50-34.9	47-30.7
	

2525

*See figure for plots of station activities. **No sample recovery
at ship stations 31 and 36.
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details of Neogene-Holocene antarctic climatic his-
tory. In addition, these cores were to provide ma-
terial for organic-geochemical analyses.

(3) Physical-oceanographic studies by the La-
mont-Doherty group were to be carried out in the
entire area of operations, but had as their main
objective the study of the suspected northward flow
Of ABW in the area to the east of the South Sand-
wich Islands.

(4) Dredging was planned west and northwest of
the South Sandwich Islands, an area of suspected
back-arc spreading. The objective was to recover
extrusive materials for analysis of geochemical
trends to substantiate, modify, or reject the hypo-
thesis of back-arc spreading.

(5) Investigation of the sedimentary and struc-
tural history of the elevated eastward portion of
the Malvinas (Falkland) Plateau ("the nose") by
Florida State University, using a series of cores
whose positions could be precisely predetermined
by means of available information from DIV Glomar
Challenger and other records.

The ship departed Buenos Aires at 0930 on 30
October. After initial equipment tests, the first sta-
tion was occupied on 4 November (figure). During
this and subsequent stations (table), weather was
severe, necessitating coring in winds to 25 meters
per second. These operations (for the University of
Rhode Island) had to be abandoned in favor of the
northernmost "loop" of geophysical track, which
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ARA Islas Orcadas cruise 7 track. Numbers identify stations, and symbols Indicate station activities. The 1,500-fathom isobath
is given.
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was completed between 9 and 14 November despite
strong westerly winds and troubles with both
winches. Between 14 and 17 November, three cores
were raised for the University of Rhode Island with
winds again up to 25 meters per second.

The ship next followed a predetermined track
back and forth across the South Georgia Basin,
and across suspected north-northwest to south-
southeast trending geologic features, mainly for the
geophysics. Also, salinity-temperature-depth (STD)
stations were occupied, and eight cores were raised
(for California State University, Hayward). Weather
was variable but mostly bad, with winds again to 25
meters per second. This phase lasted until 29 No-
vember, when station 07-75-33 was occupied.

Between 30 November and 4 December, an east
to west string of STD stations- hydrocasts (and
cores) was completed. This part of the track was
between the easternmost point reached on this voy-
age and the South Sandwich Islands (see map).
Westerly winds were 25 to 30 meters per second,
and floating bergs began to be a major problem.

The ship moved west on 5 December, passing
through the islands south of Candlemas Island, to
begin dredging in the suspected back-arc spread-
ing center. These operations were not fruitful.
Short piston cores were raised instead, and finally
a course was set for the Malvinas (Falkland) Pla-
teau. South Georgia Island was passed on 8 Decem-
ber. A severe storm on the way west turned out
to be the last major storm of the voyage.

Between 9 and 14 December, 21 cores were raised
for Florida State University on the Malvinas (Falk-
land) Plateau, and three STD stations were com-
pleted. The ship then headed back to Buenos Aires,
which was reached on 20 December.

Physical oceanography. The physical oceanography
group completed 21 STD stations, three hydrocasts,
and took 299 surface samples. In addition, deter-
minations of salinity, dissolved oxygen, silica, and
phosphate were carried out. Antarctic Bottom
Water was encountered on nine stations, with
various types of structure above it. The coldest tem-
perature measured was —1.45°C, and the salinity
minimum was 33.485 per mule. Antarctic stratifica-
tion was encountered on 16 stations, one station
showed subantarctic stratification, and the remain-
ing stations were within the Polar Front Zone. One
station was located on the South Sandwich Trench,
using the STD to a depth of 6,000 meters, the maxi-
mum length of conducting wire on the winch. A
hydrocast was made at the same location to extend
the depth from which information was obtained.
Unfortunately, the bottom of the trench could not
be reached because of the ship's drift.

Geophysics. The geophysical group gathered
about 8,000 kilometers of continuous geophysical
data. The primary goal of an intensive geophysical

survey of the South Georgia Basin was amply ful-
filled. About 2,900 kilometers of high-quality geo-
physical data were gathered within the basin, and
the postulated existence of a southeastern con-
tinuation of the Malvinas (Falkland) Scarp was
proved. Evidence of Mid to Upper Tertiary tectonic
activity within the basin appeared on seismic re-
flection profiles. Major sedimentary unconformi-
ties crop out in several locations and point to future
areas of research.

A magnetic profile taken over the eastern flank of
the hypothesized back-arc spreading center of the
Scotia Arc confirmed the hypothesis that the
spreading center has been active for at least 4 mil-
lion years. The sedimentary deposition rate over
the eastern flank appears to be abnormally high,
with approximately 0.5 second of sediment over
magnetic anomaly 3 (4 million years ago). Very
good geophysical profiles were taken over the Mal-
vinas (Falkland) Plateau region in support of the
Florida State University coring program.

Goring. In general, the coring was highly success-
ul. A total of 48 piston and 48 trigger cores were

taken with a recovery of 29.192 centimeters and
824 centimeters of sediment, respectively. The gen-
eral locations of the cores are as follows: one (prac-
tice core) on the Argentine continental shelf, eight
cores north and south of the rap in the Falkland
(Malvinas) Fracture Zone at 36' W., eight cores from
the South Georgia Basin, sevei t cores from the east
Scotia Basin and South Sanwich Island region,
three cores from the Malvin.s (Falkland) Chasm,
and 21 cores on or near the elevated unit of the
eastern Malvinas (Falkland) Plateau.

The cores taken vary greatly in lithology and
represent a broad spectrum of the Late Mesozoic (?)
and Tertiary stratigraphic sections. Sediments
cored in the South Georgia Basin and Falkland
(Malvinas) Fracture Zone are predominantly diato-
maceous, clayey silts. One core taken on the lee side
of the South Sandwich Islands is composed almost
entirely of volcanic debris, whereas three cores
taken to the west of the islands are predominantly
diatomaceous, clayey silts. Sediment from two of
the three cores taken in the Malvinas (Falkland)
Chasm are diatomaceous or silty diatomaceous
ooze. A third core taken on the north wall of the
chasm yielded a gravelly, coarse sand. Most of the
piston and trigger cores taken in these areas con-
tain Recent or Pleistocene sediments.

Older sediments with a large lithologic variety
were cored on the Malvinas (Falkland) Plateau.
Types of sediments encountered in this area in-
clude: foraminiferal ooze, foraminiferal-nanno-
fossil ooze, foraminiferal-diatomaceous ooze, nan-
nofossil ooze, diatomaceous clayey silt and chert.
Most of these sediments are Early to Mid-Tertiary
in age. Old sediments such as these are very rarely
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piston-cored and are valuable additions to a rela-
tively small collection of Early and Mid-Tertiary
deep sea sediment cores.

Personnel. United States: P. Bruchhausen, E.
Draganovich, J . Gdowski, C. Gutierrez, K. Katz, W.
Kelley, J . LaBrecque, J . Szelag, H.-P. Weber (La-
mont-Doherty Geological Observatory); P. Ciesiel-
ski (Florida State University); A. Federman, M.
Rasmussen (University of Rhode Island); D.
Warnke (California State University, Hayward).
Argentina: José Carlos Martinez Macchiavello,
Luis Estrada, Marcelo Keller, Juan List (Argentine
Antarctic Institute); Hector Fayanas (Naval Hydro-
graphic Service).
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International Weddell Sea
Oceanographic Expedition, 1976

THEODORE D. FOSTER
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, California 92093

As part of the International Weddell Sea Oceano-
graphic Expedition (IwsoE), Scripps Institution of
Oceanography continued a physical oceanographic
investigation of the northwestern Weddell Sea
from 9 to 29 February 1976 aboard USCGC Glacier.
Despite delays in starting the expedition, which
reduced the time for scientific work in the Weddell
Sea to 3 weeks, and restrictions placed on Glacier's
ice operations, which prevented penetration of
heavy pack ice, some interesting new data were ob-
tained. Figure 1 shows the cruise track and posi-
tions of hydrographic stations in the Weddell Sea
during IwsoE, 1976.

Fifty-five hydrographic stations were occupied.

Figure 1. Track of USCGC
Glacier during the 1976
phase of the International
Weddell Sea Oceanograph-
ic Expedition. Dots indicate
positions of hydrographic
stations. Triangles repre-
sent positions where the
current meters were re-

covered.
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